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Millers falls miter box history. Millers falls miter box dating. Millers falls miter box.
Graves traveled to Cincinnati to set things in motion, and Watrous staffed the display.(12) The Millers Falls Company’s Boston office was discontinued in the early 1880s, and it would be decades before another regional office was opened. Severance in organizing the Lester & Lyman Manufacturing Company, an enterprise that set up shop on the
Millers Falls canal in the building once housing Charles Amidon’s baby coach factory. The firm had much to be proud of, however; its breast drills were well designed, and Millers Falls’ salesmanship made them the first to enjoy large scale market penetration. D. Pratt joined the company as a partner, eventually serving as president. In 1864, Gunn
and Amidon began manufacturing a chuck for drill bits patented by William Barber, a Greenville native. Gunn and Amidon stopped building wringers in 1868. He and Levi Gunn were co-workers at the the Conway Tool Company and later on, the Greenfield Tool Company. The Rogers saw was replaced by the firm’s New Rogers fret saw a year after its
introduction. The situation was not without its perils. George Rogers eventually became the Treasurer, and later, Vice-President and General Manager of the Millers Falls Company. At the time, interlocking directorates were commonplace, and the arrangement must have been profitable for the principals of Langdon Mitre Box, for it was not until
1906 that the Millers Falls Company acquired control of the operation. (10/1/78) Why don’t you send the O. C. Gunn and Charles H. The firm had added bracket saws to the line in 1873, and sold 50,000 of them in the twelve months between August 1874 and August 1875. In addition to working as sales agent for Millers Falls and Leonard Bailey &
Company, he sold tools for Henry Disston & Sons, the Stanley Rule and Level Company, and in his seventh decade, for the Stratton Brothers Company in Greenfield. Linked image of Langdon miter box: Catalogue 1887. Originally located in Shelburne Falls, the German Harmonica Company employed a dozen or so workers and was noted for
successfully automating the production of the instrument. Graves spent much of his long career in jobs related to the hardware trade. On Henry Pratt’s recommendation, Graves arranged for a current Millers Falls customer—J. Millers Falls Company gained full control of Langdon Miter Box Company in 1906. By 1912, the Millers Falls Company plant
expansion ended. (Verso of stationary) New Rogers Saw: Catalogue No. 35. If you have questions about something you’ve read here, or are in possession of information that you feel ought to be published here, or corrections to what is found here, then please use the Contact form. The new saw was a serious piece of equipment, weighing in at sixty-six
pounds, able to operate at one thousand strokes a minute and capable of cutting through stock of up to three inches thick. Edward Lester signed for the harmonica company. Graves didn't dare let grass grow under his feet if he wanted to make his rent and pay his office assistant, John Mahoney. The deluxe finish proved to be a failure. Project
patterns were added to the catalog and soon sold well enough that separate price lists with upwards of a thousand designs by firms such as Farrington & Company, Adams & Bishop, and Hope & Ware were published. Letterhead for Boston Office: Letter, R. Though its attempts to obtain a re-issue for William H. The “Gallery” contains photos of
representative examples of the various models of miter box as they are found today. In 1872, the Millers Falls Company became sales agent for the Langdon miter box, a tool enabling carpenters to accurately saw a piece of stock at any one of a series of pre-set angles. In 1920, Millers Falls Company acquired the National Machine Company of
Battleboro, Vermont. National Machine made automobile jacks. Millers Falls Company also acquired the West Haven Manufacturing Company, a maker of Universal hacksaw blades, in the same year. In 1926, Millers Falls Company added the Accurate Level Company to its stable. Rogers portrait: Hardware Dealers Magazine, v. The frame was
redesigned, a small blower was added to disperse sawdust, the breakable wooden treadle was replaced with cast iron, and the saw clamp was improved. The Backus chuck was found to have infringed on the 1867 patent that the company acquired from C. Other manufacturers are infringing our patents and some dealers are trading in the contraband
goods. Langdon on November 24, 1864, the cast iron miter box with its lockable adjustments was the first tool of its kind to enjoy widespread acceptance. Rogers Saw: Letter, Edward P. Lyman and E. Bartholomew of Bristol, Connecticut, the identity of the third manufacturer has yet to be verified.(6) Foot-powered treadle saws The mid-1870s were a
time of tremendous energy and creativity at Millers Falls. In 2002, Hangzhou's Great Star Industrial Company, Ltd., located in Hangzhou, China, purchased the Millers Falls Tool Company trademark. S. Millers Falls Company's international market collapsed as a result of World War I. Eventually, a way was discovered to restore most of the markets.
In 1916, Millers Falls Company purchased the Ford Auger Bit Company of Holyoke, Massachusetts. Stoughton to Millers Falls Company, Millers Falls, Massachusetts, 20 November 1878. The site was located on the Montague side of the river, opposite the Millers Falls Company’s plant, and the lease document noted the German Harmonica
Company’s right to draw water was dependent on the pond’s level. We might as well be in China as here so far as getting goods is concerned. The smaller saws were safe enough for older children to use without supervision, a happy circumstance rendering them capable of providing endless hours of entertainment to an entire family. The company's
claims would have been on firmer ground had it stated it had developed the first hand and breast drills to enjoy mass market success.(3) The Lawsuits Despite the addition of new products, the overall health of the Millers Falls Company continued to depend on the robust sales of its bit braces. Horton for an auger handle with chuck, the April 16,
1867, bit stock patent of Clemens B. On July 1, 1880, the harmonica company leased a parcel of land and a waterpower privilege from the Millers Falls Company. In 1929, Millers Falls Company added electric tools to its line. Hand planes joined the inventory ins 1928/1929. Competitors routinely tried to circumvent patent protections by making
slight changes to existing designs and claiming the result as a new development. A cheaper model without nickel-plated components was labeled the Lester No. 2. Rogers, formed the Langdon Mitre Box Company and moved the business to Millers Falls.(1) Four years later, his son George E. Named after George E. Levi J. Wooden components were
painted rather than varnished, and trim was polished or japanned rather than nickel plated. 253, January 1915. The Product Timeline page has an outline view of the significant dates in the development and production of these tools. Millers Falls combined this strategy, along with that of buying up the patents of its competitors, in an attempt to
control the market for what it termed “grip-type” braces—bit stocks with shell-type chucks whose jaws brought pressure directly onto the shank of the bit. Rogers and designed to sell for less than the Lester, the saw had no provision for attaching a lathe or circular saw. W. More than willing to leave New England if the trip meant additional sales,
Graves convinced the home office to set up a saw exhibit at the Cincinnati Exposition of 1879. Just two years earlier, the company had won a suit against W. Lester served as treasurer, and the business manufactured garden tools, household cutlery and such small hardware items as locks for window frames. Readers of this site who have additional
information to share (legally) are invited to use the Contact page. Designed for the home market, the Millers Falls Company’s lightweight foot-powered saws got little respect from professional woodworkers and, indeed, were seen by one contemporary writer as fit only to “sell to boys and ministers of the gospel.”(10) As the years passed, the company
would exploit the bracket and scroll saw market in every manner possible. Although a collection of company letters in private hands makes reference to some sort of ongoing difficulties with brace manufacturer H. The Catalogs, Manuals page should be self explanatory. The display model tarnished too easily and was soon replaced by one with nickelplated components. R. Welcome to “A Langdon Miter Box Reference.” This web site is intended to assist those who wish to research the renowned “Langdon,” “Langdon Acme” and “All Steel” hand miter boxes primarily sold by the Millers Falls Company during the 100-year period beginning approximately 1872. Although the Millers Falls Company
advertised the New Rogers as the “best cheap saw in the business,” it went on to develop an even cheaper model, the Cricket. Gunn. A second level line of tools was introduced in the mid-1930s. Plastics were introduced into some tools around the same time. Lester Saw: Millers Falls Co., Millers Falls, Mass. The saw became the New Lester Saw and
later, the Lester Improved Saw. Graves, an indefatigable salesman who traveled the northeastern United States and southeastern Canada in search of new accounts and was brother-in-law to company treasurer Levi J. Starter kits including drills, gouges, hand-held fret saws and blades were sold for those not wanting a full blown treadle machine. We
know that this is true, but as yet cannot remedy the trouble. Available for less than a third the cost of a Lester, advertisements noted: It is not as good as our Lester Saw, but it is much better than any other cheap machine in the market. The network of wholesalers that was to dominate the twentieth century hardware trade did not yet exist, so
building a dealer network was a laborious process done one client at a time, on a city-by-city basis. New York: Millers Falls Company, 1887. Factory-produced hand drills had been in use for at least three decades prior to the introduction of the Millers Falls products. Similar in principle to treadle sewing machines, the saws were a boon to weekend
woodworkers, transforming the often tedious task of cutting decorative scrollwork into a pleasant diversion. The Lester saws proved so popular that other foot-powered, gadget-laden tools were added to the catalog.(7) Edward Lester left the company shortly after developing his saw. A display saw with silver-plated trim was manufactured for the
window of Tallman, McFadden & Company. The New Rogers, with it its stylish, horseshoe-shaped front legs, deserves special mention in that it became the most widely sold foot-powered jig saw of the era. Millers Falls, Mass.: Millers Falls Co., 1915. The Langdon miter box was manufactured in Northampton, Massachusetts, by the Northampton
Pegging Machine Company, an enterprise whose primary business involved the fabrication of hand-operated machines for attaching the soles of shoes with wooden pegs—a process cheaper than stitching. A cheaper version of the saw, without the lathe and circular saw was offered as well, and as time passed, improvements multiplied. Coupled with
its ownership of the rights to the early Charles H. H. While this is done we cannot protect prices. Forty years after these events, the company would boast it had been the first to add a chuck to a breast drill and had invented the hand drill. Its success in marketing hand-held saws provided inspiration for the development of the firm’s first foot-powered
model in 1875. The Blog page will lead you to the newest additions to this web site. Among the miscellaneous items that would eventually make an appearance in the specialized lists were feeding cups for mounting on intricately sawn bird cages and statuettes of a suffering Christ destined for elaborate scroll work crucifixes. In 1931, Millers Falls
purchased a majority interest in Goodell-Pratt, a tool manufacturer with over 1,500 tool types in its catalog. The two companies merged in 1932. Located at 31 Oliver Street, the office was managed by R. But I think you had better make a good screw on the start and save trouble. 43, no. Designed by Edward Lester, the plant superintendent, the scroll
saw featured a secondary circular blade, an emery wheel, a drill chuck and a small lathe, all of which could be mounted to its frame and powered by the treadle. Selling in the three to four dollar range and well-made for the price, the New Rogers hit a sweet spot in the market, and retained its leading position for decades. Millers Falls continued as
sales agent for the Langdon products, and the miter boxes were manufactured at the Millers Falls plant. [Catalog], 1878. He died in 1910.(13) Illustration credits George E. Rogers, became Secretary of the Millers Falls Company. In 1880, he joined A. Royal C. (6/5/79) And if you are going to continue to use cast iron thumb screws on the clamp of
Rogers Saw you might as well send me a gross. Goodell chucks, the protections afforded its bit braces, especially its lucrative Barber Improved models, were substantial indeed.(4) Company officers had good reason to worry about patent infringement. Amidon and Albert D. When a fire destroyed the Greenfield plant, the company was reorganized as
the Millers Falls Manufacturing Company. When the company merged with Backus Vice Company in 1872, the company became the Millers Falls Company. Rose and the February 19, 1867, patent of C. Graves (Royal Church Graves) and it was closed when he left to pursue other interests. A packet of forty-seven letters from Graves to the Millers
Falls factory has survived.(11) Although most of the documents are simply orders for additional stock, Graves did not hesitate to criticize the merchandise, and his inherent impatience is evident in his frequent use of the phrase “Send me at once.” Among his comments: We do not get any Rogers Saws yet ordered the 27th by telegram. During World
War II, Millers Falls Company sold electrical and precision tools to the military. Shortage of supplies and manpower impacted production. Following the end of World War II, Millers Falls Company redesigned many of its tools. In the mid-1950s, Millers Falls Company abandoned its wholesale distributors and started selling directly to consumer
hardware outlets. In 1957, the Union Tool Company in Orange, Massachusetts, was purchased by Millers Falls Company. Ingersoll Rand acquired Millers Falls Company in 1962. Twenty years later, Ingersoll Rand sold the Millers Fall Company division to the Millers Falls Tool Company, a new firm headquartered in Alpha, New Jersey. Graves to
Millers Falls Company, Millers Falls, Massachusetts, 14 August 1879. Stockbridge for a chuck. There are pages that have information about the types of saws and shipping boxes used back in the day. J. In 1873, the Miller Falls Company became the distributor for the Langdon miter box. In the same year, Miller Falls added a breast drill to its
inventory. Hand drills followed in 1867. In the mid-1870s, Miller Falls Company introduced handheld saws and a foot-powered treadle saw. Additional foot-powered saws followed. The foot-powered scroll saw did well, but it was not until light-weight, amateur models were added to the catalog that the company stumbled onto a gold mine. Lester &
Lyman relocated to Greenfield in 1884.(8) Lester also served as Treasurer of the German Harmonica Company, an entity with extremely close ties to Lester & Lyman. Backus for a chuck he developed after leaving the operation. As soon as the infringing goods were put on the market, we brought suit against the manufacturers, but did not think it
wise to trouble the dealers.(5) A note in the 1880 catalog indicates the Millers Falls Company had just obtained its third decree against a major brace manufacturer for patent infringement. With members of the Rogers family serving as officers in both the Millers Falls and Langdon companies, the relationship between the firms was cozy. Amidon, the
Greenfield Tool Company employees, established a side business to make wringers used for washing clothes. Gunn and Amidon remained at Greenfield Tool until their business was thriving. A June 1861 fire destroyed their factory. Gunn and Amidon received backing to build a new factory. Gunn and Amidon left Greenfield Tool to focus on their new
business venture. Amidon received a patent for a new wringer in the fall of 1862. Gunn and Amidon became full partners in August 1863. The new firm was named Gunn and Amidon. Competition among wringer manufactures was intense. Gunn and Amidon had to improve their product continuously. Additional capital was obtained from several
short-term partners. Henry L. One way for a patent holder to protect against this practice was to claim a flaw in the original patent resulted in a failure to reveal the true scope of the invention and have it re-issued in order to provide expanded coverage. A fire—believed to have been deliberately set—destroyed the plant in October 1881.(9) The
Millers Falls Company brought out its first Rogers treadle saw in 1878. Watrous at 38 Arcade Street in Cincinnati—to take delivery of the goods and serve as agent for the sales generated. What is the trouble? The catalog was referring to the company's December 1879 victory against former partner Quimby S. The company based the breast drill
claim on little more than being the first to add a Barber-style chuck to this type of tool. Originally intended as a fill-in product to keep workers busy during the traditional fall downturn in sales, the saws were popular with hobbyists who created handicrafts and delicate scroll work during the winter, so demand picked up as the weather grew worse.
This web site has no relationship to The Millers Falls Company or to any other product or company. Given the popularity of its home hobbyist tools, the firm was ideally positioned to market the smaller drills, and they sold very well. Graves and the Boston office In the latter 1870s, the Millers Falls Company established a branch office in Boston.
Barber's 1864 chuck failed, the company was successful in its applications for the re-issue of several patents it had acquired along the way: the July 8, 1862, patent of James M. The success of the company's eggbeater hand drills rested on Henry Pratt’s patent for a two-jaw, springless chuck that held small round-shanked bits securely. The reputation
of Langdon miter boxes became so well-established that the Millers Falls Company still capitalizing on the name in 1971 when it featured a Langdon miter box in its hand tools catalog.(2) Drills In 1873, Millers Falls added a breast drill to its offerings; hand drills followed in 1867. An early 1870s catalog included this message to customers: There have
been some complaints among jobbers that they are compelled to handle Barber braces without a reasonable profit. When the creditors of the Northampton Pegging Machine advised it to go into bankruptcy in 1875, the treasurer of the operation, David C. The company agreed to do so on the condition that Graves work with a local dealer who would be
willing to take on the display merchandise after the show and work up the trade. In 1877, the company introduced the light-weight Lester Saw and sold thousands of the tools within months. Most of the material contained in these pages was generously provided by other tool aficionados in response to inquiries that were made of them. The Cricket
was eight pounds lighter than the New Rogers, lacked a dust blower and sold for two dollars and fifty cents. It was built primarily because what online information exists about these specific tools is neither comprehensive nor centrally located. Patented by Leander W. Stockbridge. The Links page provides further avenues for online research, starting
with the corporate history of the Langdon Miter Box and Millers Falls Companies. The claims were wildly inaccurate. Ives and Company for infringing on Horton's auger handle and Amidon's 1868 chuck with its line of Ives, Ives Novelty, Centennial and Centennial Novelty braces. Although Graves had previously served as agent for Leonard Bailey’s
line of Victor tools (in 1876), there is no evidence he represented manufacturers other than Millers Falls while operating the Boston office. In the late 1870s, Millers Falls Company opened a branch office in Boston. In 1883, Millers Falls Company became the sales agent for Clemson Brothers’ (Middletown, New York) Star hacksaw blades. The
Langdon Miter Box Company continued to develop new tools that were marketed by the Millers Falls Company. Albert Goodell also invented new tools such as a spoke shave manufactured by the Millers Falls Company. (10/1/78) The hardware trade was competitive, and Boston was a regional, rather than national, center. With the improvements
came changes to the name. The Millers Falls Company labeled its new two-jawed bit holder the Star chuck, and as it had with the Barber chuck, sold it individually, for use on lathes. Coach Vises I ordered more than a week ago. Reprint 1992. A. It is likely the office was set up to take advantage of the energy and talents of R. To the extent that other
materials are found online elsewhere, appropriate hyperlinks to such pre-existing content have been provided.
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